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(54) ARTICLE OF FOOTWEAR WITH SUSPENDED STUD ASSEMBLY

(57) An article of footwear with a suspended stud as-
sembly attached to a sole is disclosed. The suspended
stud assembly includes a base portion attached to the
sole of a shoe. A set of suspension arms connect a plu-

rality of studs to the base portion. This arrangement al-
lows the studs to move independently of the sole and of
each other to provide greater traction capabilities to the
article of footwear.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present invention relates to an article of
footwear, and in particular to a sports shoe with a sus-
pended stud assembly.
[0002] Stud assemblies have been previously pro-
posed. Ungari (U.S. patent number 7,194,826) teaches
a sole structure with a pivoting cleat assembly. Ungari
teaches a pivoting cleat assembly for an article of foot-
wear such that the medial and lateral portion of the cleat
assembly can move upwardly and downwardly with re-
spect to the sole. Ungari teaches a plurality of recesses
formed in a lower surface of a sole. Each recess is con-
figured to receive at least a portion of a cleat assembly.
When a user’s leg is angled toward the medial side of
the footwear, a medial portion of the base member pivots
upwardly into a recess, while the sole is angled toward
the medial side. Furthermore, even though the leg and
the sole are angled inwardly toward the medial side, both
cleats of the cleat assembly remain fully engaged and in
contact with the ground, enhancing traction for the user.
[0003] The invention discloses an article of footwear
with a suspended stud assembly. The article of footwear
may be associated with one or more studs of a suspend-
ed stud assembly. The term "stud" as used throughout
this detailed description and in the claims refers to a pro-
jection of a suspended stud assembly that is configured
to engage a ground surface and penetrate or interweave
with that surface. Examples of ground surfaces include,
but are not limited to: natural turf, synthetic turf, dirt, as
well as other surfaces. It should be understood that the
term "stud" is not limited to a portion of a suspended stud
assembly that penetrates through a ground surface. In
some cases, as with Astroturf, a stud may only inter-
weave with various fibers associated with the turf, and
may not penetrate through the Astroturf.
[0004] In one aspect, the invention provides an article
of footwear, comprising: a sole; a suspended stud as-
sembly attached to a portion of the sole and configured
to provide traction for the sole; the suspended stud as-
sembly including a stud configured to penetrate through
a ground surface; the suspended stud assembly further
including a suspension arm configured to connect the
stud to a base portion of the suspended stud assembly;
and where the motion of the suspension arm allows the
stud to move substantially independently from the sole.
[0005] In another aspect, the invention provides an ar-
ticle of footwear, comprising: a sole; a suspended stud
assembly attached to a portion of the sole and configured
to provide traction for the sole; the suspended stud as-
sembly including a first suspension arm attached to a
base portion of the stud assembly, the first suspension
arm including a first stud configured for traction; the sus-
pended stud assembly including a second suspension
arm attached to the base portion of the suspended stud
assembly, the second suspension arm including a sec-

ond stud configured for traction; and where the first stud
is configured to move substantially independently of the
second stud.
[0006] In another aspect, the invention provides an ar-
ticle of footwear, comprising: a sole; a suspended stud
assembly attached to a portion of the sole and configured
to provide traction for the sole; the suspended stud as-
sembly including a stud configured to penetrate through
a ground surface; the suspended stud assembly further
including a suspension arm configured to connect the
stud to a base portion of the suspended stud assembly;
an insert configured for insertion between the base por-
tion and the suspension arm; and where the suspension
arm is configured to undergo a first degree of deflection
when the insert is inserted into the suspended stud as-
sembly and wherein the suspension arm is configured to
undergo a second degree of deflection when the insert
is removed from the suspended stud assembly.
[0007] In another aspect, the invention provides an ar-
ticle of footwear, comprising: a sole including a base por-
tion; a stud extending from the base portion; the stud
including a first end portion and a second end portion;
and where the first end portion is configured to move
substantially independently of the first end portion.
[0008] In another aspect, the invention provides an ar-
ticle of footwear comprising: a sole including a base por-
tion; a stud extending from the base portion; the stud
including a first end portion disposed adjacent to the base
portion and a second end portion disposed opposite of
the first end portion and configured to contact a ground
surface, the stud further including an intermediate portion
disposed between the first end portion and the second
end portion; the stud including an integral stud portion
and a stud insert; and where the stud insert extends from
the intermediate portion to the base portion and wherein
a portion of the stud insert is exposed on an upper surface
of the base portion.
[0009] Other systems, methods, features and advan-
tages of the invention will be, or will become apparent to
one with skill in the art upon examination of the following
figures and detailed description. It is intended that all such
additional systems, methods, features and advantages
included within this description, be within the scope of
the invention, and be protected by the following claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The invention can be better understood with ref-
erence to the following drawings and description. The
components in the figures are not necessarily to scale,
emphasis instead being placed upon illustrating the prin-
ciples of the invention. Moreover, in the figures, like ref-
erence numerals designate corresponding parts
throughout the different views.

FIG. 1 is an isometric view of an exemplary embod-
iment of a suspended stud assembly associated with
an article of footwear illustrated in phantom;
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FIG. 2 is a bottom isometric view of an exemplary
embodiment of an article of footwear associated with
a suspended stud assembly;
FIG. 3 is a bottom isometric view of an exemplary
embodiment of a suspended stud assembly at-
tached to an article of footwear;
FIG. 4 is a schematic view of an exemplary embod-
iment of an athlete standing upright with an enlarged
view of a suspended stud assembly attached to an
article of footwear;
FIG. 5 is a schematic view of an exemplary embod-
iment of an athlete leaning toward a left side with an
enlarged view of a suspended stud assembly at-
tached to an article of footwear;
FIG. 6 is a schematic view of an exemplary embod-
iment of an athlete leaning toward a right side with
an enlarged view of a suspended stud assembly at-
tached to an article of footwear;
FIG. 7 is a schematic view of an exemplary embod-
iment of an athlete backpedaling with an enlarged
view of a suspended stud assembly attached to an
article of footwear;
FIG. 8 is an isometric view of an exemplary embod-
iment of foam pad associated with a suspended stud
assembly attached to an article of footwear illustrat-
ed in phantom;
FIG. 9 is an isometric view of an exemplary embod-
iment of a foam pad inserted within a suspended
stud assembly attached to an article of footwear il-
lustrated in phantom;
FIG. 10 is a cross sectional view of an exemplary
embodiment of a foam pad and a suspended stud
assembly;
FIG. 11 is a cross sectional view of an exemplary
embodiment of a sole leaning towards a lateral side;
FIG. 12 is a cross sectional view of an exemplary
embodiment of a sole with an insert leaning towards
a lateral side;
FIG. 13 is a bottom isometric view of an exemplary
embodiment of a suspended stud assembly associ-
ated with an article of footwear;
FIG. 14 is a bottom plan view of an exemplary em-
bodiment of a suspended stud assembly associated
with an article of footwear;
FIG. 15 is an isometric view of an exemplary embod-
iment of a suspended stud assembly associated with
an article of footwear illustrated in phantom;
FIG. 16 is a cross sectional view of an exemplary
embodiment of a suspended stud assembly associ-
ated with an article of footwear;
FIG. 17 is a schematic view of an exemplary embod-
iment of an athlete standing upright with an enlarged
view of a suspended stud assembly associated with
an article of footwear;
FIG. 18 is a schematic view of an exemplary embod-
iment of an athlete leaning toward a left side with an
enlarged view of a suspended stud assembly at-
tached to an article of footwear; and

FIG. 19 is a cross sectional view of an exemplary
embodiment of a suspended stud assembly associ-
ated with a sole leaning toward a side.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ONE EMBODIMENT

[0011] FIG. 1 illustrates a phantom view of an exem-
plary embodiment of article of footwear 100. For clarity,
the following detailed description discusses an exempla-
ry embodiment, in the form of a football shoe, but it should
be noted that the present invention could take the form
of any article of footwear including, but not limited to:
hiking boots, soccer shoes, football shoes, sneakers,
rugby shoes, baseball shoes as well as other kinds of
shoes. As shown in FIG. 1, article of footwear 100, also
referred to simply as article 100, is intended to be used
with a left foot; however, it should be understood that the
following discussion may equally apply to a mirror image
of article of footwear 100 that is intended for use with a
right foot.
[0012] Article of footwear 100 includes upper 102. Up-
per 102 is configured to receive a foot of a wearer of
article 100. Generally, upper 102 may be any type of
upper. In particular, upper 102 could have any design,
shape, size and/or color.
[0013] Article of footwear 100 also includes sole 105.
In different embodiments, sole 105 may include different
components. For example, sole 105 may include an out-
sole, midsole and/or insole.
[0014] Sole 105 includes lower surface 112. Lower sur-
face 112 can be configured to contact a ground surface.
Examples of ground surfaces include, but are not limited
to: natural turf, synthetic turf, dirt, as well as other sur-
faces.
[0015] In some embodiments, sole 105 includes fore-
foot portion 103. Forefoot portion 103 may be associated
with a forefoot of a foot inserted within article 100. Sim-
ilarly, sole 105 includes heel portion 104 that may be
associated with a heel of a foot inserted within article
100. Sole 105 also includes arch portion 108. Arch portion
108 may be disposed between forefoot portion 103 and
heel portion 104.
[0016] Sole 105 can also comprise medial portion 106.
Medial portion 106 may be associated with an inside of
a foot. Likewise, sole 105 can comprise lateral portion
107 disposed opposite of medial portion 106. Lateral por-
tion 107 may be associated with an outside of a foot.
[0017] In some embodiments, sole 105 may be con-
figured with outer peripheral edge 115. The term "outer
peripheral edge" as used throughout this detailed de-
scription and in the claims refers to an outer portion of a
sole that extends from a lower surface of a sole to an
upper of an article. For example, outer peripheral edge
115 extends between upper 102 and lower surface 112.
With this configuration, outer peripheral edge 115 cir-
cumscribes sole 105.
[0018] A sole of an article of footwear can include pro-
visions for increasing traction with a ground surface. In
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some embodiments, a sole may include traction ele-
ments that engage a ground surface. In other embodi-
ments, a sole may include cleats that penetrate a ground
surface to provide traction. In some cases, cleats may
be integrally formed with a sole. In other cases, cleats
may be attached to a sole. In still other embodiments, a
sole may be associated with a suspended stud assembly
configured to provide traction for a sole.
[0019] Referring to FIGS. 1-3, sole 105 may be asso-
ciated with suspended stud assembly 120. In some em-
bodiments, suspended stud assembly 120 can be asso-
ciated with forefoot portion 103. In other embodiments,
suspended stud assembly 120 can be associated with
arch portion 108. In an exemplary embodiment, suspend-
ed stud assembly 120 may be associated with heel por-
tion 104.
[0020] Suspended stud assembly 120 includes plural-
ity of studs 130. The term "stud" as used throughout this
detailed description and in the claims refers to a projec-
tion of a suspended stud assembly that is configured to
engage a ground surface and penetrate or interweave
with that surface. In some embodiments, the term "stud"
may refer to a cleat. In other embodiments, the term
"stud" may refer to a ground engaging member that en-
gages a ground surface to provide traction. In one em-
bodiment, plurality of studs 130 may be configured to
penetrate through a ground surface to provide traction.
[0021] In different embodiments, studs of plurality of
studs 130 may be configured in various shapes. Exam-
ples of shapes include, but are not limited to: cylindrical,
shark-fin, wedge, rounded and various prism shapes. In
an exemplary embodiment, studs of plurality of studs 130
may be configured in wedge-like shapes.
[0022] Generally, plurality of studs 130 may comprise
various numbers of studs. In some embodiments, plural-
ity of studs 130 may include more than four studs. In
other embodiments, plurality of studs 130 may include
less than four studs. In one embodiment, plurality of studs
130 includes four studs. In particular, plurality of studs
130 comprises first stud 131, second stud 132, third stud
133 and fourth stud 134.
[0023] In different embodiments, plurality of studs 130
may be arranged in various patterns associated with dif-
ferent portions of sole 105 including, a peripheral portion
of sole 105, a central portion of sole 105, lateral portion
107 of sole 105 and/or medial portion 106 of sole 105.
In one embodiment, plurality of studs 130 may be ar-
ranged in a square-like pattern. For example, first stud
131 and third stud 133 may be associated with a lateral
portion 107 of heel portion 104 of sole 105. In particular,
first stud 131 and third stud 133 may be aligned in a
substantially longitudinally direction along lateral portion
107. The term "longitudinal" as used throughout this de-
tailed description and in the claims refers to a direction
extending a length of an article. In a similar manner, sec-
ond stud 132 and fourth stud 134 may be aligned in a
substantially longitudinal direction along medial portion
106. Furthermore, first stud 131 and second stud 132

may be associated with a forward portion of heel portion
104 that is disposed closer to arch portion 108. In some
cases, first stud 131 and second stud 132 may be aligned
in a substantially lateral direction on a forward portion of
heel portion 104. The term "lateral" as used throughout
this detailed description and in the claims refers to a di-
rection extending a width of an article. Likewise, third
stud 133 and fourth stud 134 may be associated with a
rearward portion of heel portion 104 that is disposed fur-
ther away from arch portion 108. In particular, third stud
133 and fourth stud 134 may be aligned in a substantially
lateral direction. Using this configuration, plurality of
studs 130 may be arranged in a square-like pattern to
increase traction for article 100.
[0024] In some embodiments, a plurality of studs can
be fixedly attached to a sole. However, in some cases,
fixedly attaching a plurality of studs to a sole can prevent
independent movement of the studs. Without independ-
ent movement of the studs, the plurality of studs may
provide less traction to an article of footwear. For exam-
ple, studs may lose contact with a ground surface when
an article is leaned to a side if studs do not include pro-
visions for independent movement. In some cases, a set
of suspension arms may be configured to allow inde-
pendent movement of the plurality of studs. The set of
suspension arms may be connected to a base portion.
The base portion may be fixedly attached to a sole. With
this arrangement, the plurality of studs can be attached
to a sole and move independently of each other and the
sole to provide greater traction.
[0025] Referring to FIGS. 1-3, suspended stud assem-
bly 120 includes set of suspension arms 140 and base
portion 150. Set of suspension arms 120 includes plural-
ity of studs 130. Furthermore, set of suspension arms
140 are attached to base portion 150 of suspended stud
assembly 120. With this arrangement, plurality of studs
130 may be connected to sole 105 but move substantially
independently of sole 105.
[0026] Generally, set of suspension arms 140 may
connect plurality of studs 130 to any portion of base por-
tion 150. In some embodiments, set of suspension arms
140 may be attached to central portion 151 of base por-
tion 150. In other embodiments, however, set of suspen-
sion arms 140 may be connected to another portion of
base portion 150. For example, in some cases, suspen-
sion arms of set of suspension arms 140 may be individ-
ually connected or connected in subsets to portions of
base portion 150. By connecting set of suspension arms
140 to central portion 151 of base portion 150, set of
suspension arms 140 may be configured to move inde-
pendently of sole 105.
[0027] In some embodiments, set of suspension arms
140 may include a fewer number of suspension arms
than the number of studs of plurality of studs 130. In some
cases, a suspension arm of set of suspension arms 140
may connect more than one stud of plurality of studs 130
to base portion 150. In other embodiments, set of sus-
pension arms 140 may include the same number of sus-
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pension arms as the number of studs of plurality of studs
130. This arrangement can allow each suspension arm
to attach one stud to base portion 150. Using this con-
figuration, studs of plurality of studs 130 may move sub-
stantially independently of each other.
[0028] In one embodiment, set of suspension arms 140
includes first suspension arm 141, second suspension
arm 142, third suspension arm 143 and fourth suspen-
sion arm 144 to attach plurality of studs 130 to base por-
tion 150. In particular, first suspension arm 141 may be
configured to attach first stud 131 to base portion 150.
In some cases, first suspension arm 141 may include
first end portion 161 and second end portion 162. First
end portion 161 may be connected to central portion 151
while second end portion 162 is connected to first stud
131. In a similar manner, second suspension arm 142
may connect second stud 132 to base portion 150. In
particular, first end portion 171 of second suspension arm
142 may be connected to central portion 151 and second
end portion 172 may be connected to second stud 132.
Likewise, third suspension arm 143 can connect third
stud 133 to base portion 150. This can be accomplished
by connecting first end portion 181 of third suspension
arm 143 to central portion 151 and connecting second
end portion 182 of third suspension arm 143 to third stud
133. Finally, fourth suspension arm 144 can connect
fourth stud 134 to base portion 150. In particular, first end
portion 191 of fourth suspension arm 144 can be con-
nected to central portion 151 and second end portion 192
of fourth suspension arm 144 can be connected to fourth
stud 134. With this arrangement, set of suspension arms
140 may connect plurality of studs 130 to central portion
151 of base portion 150 in a manner that allows substan-
tially independent movement of plurality of studs 130
from each other and sole 105.
[0029] In different embodiments, base portion 150 may
be configured with various shapes. In some embodi-
ments, base portion 150 may comprise a shape that cor-
responds with a portion of sole 105. For example, base
portion 150 may be configured in a shape that corre-
sponds with heel portion 104. In other embodiments,
base portion 150 can comprise a shape to project over
set of suspension arms 140. In some cases, base portion
150 may be shaped to project over each suspension arm
of set of suspension arms 140 but not between the sus-
pension arms. In other cases, base portion 150 may be
shaped to project over and between set of suspension
arms 140.
[0030] In one embodiment, base portion 150 may be
configured in a butterfly-like shape that projects over set
of suspension arms 140. In particular, base portion 150
may include first portion 154 and second portion 155.
First portion 154 and second portion 155 may be sepa-
rated by central portion 151. In some cases, first portion
154 may project over first suspension arm 131 and third
suspension arm 133. Likewise, second portion 155 may
project over second suspension arm 132 and fourth sus-
pension arm 134. Using this configuration, base portion

150 may prevent set of suspension arms 140 from con-
tacting lower surface 112 during independent movement
of set of suspension arms 140.
[0031] In some embodiments, first portion 154 may in-
clude first side portion 164. First side portion 164 may
curve upward from first portion 154. In particular, first
side portion 164 can be configured to contact outer pe-
ripheral edge 115 of sole 105. Similarly, second portion
155 may include second side portion 165 that curves
upward from second portion 155. Second side portion
165 may also be configured to contact outer peripheral
edge 115 of sole 105.
[0032] A base portion of a suspended stud assembly
can include provisions for attaching to a sole. Generally,
a base portion of a suspended stud assembly may be
attached to a sole in various manners known in the art.
Examples of manners of attaching a base portion to a
sole include, but are not limited to: adhesives, welding,
as well as the use of fasteners such as nails, bolts or
screws. Typically, a base portion may be fixedly attached
to a sole. However, in other embodiments, the base por-
tion may be removable from a sole. For example, the
base portion may be removed from the sole by unfasten-
ing a fastener such as a screw. With a base portion at-
tached to a portion of the sole, the movement of the base
portion may be fixed with respect to the sole to provide
stability for the suspended stud assembly.
[0033] Referring to FIGS. 1 and 3, base portion 150
may be attached to heel portion 104 of sole 105. In other
embodiments, however, base portion 150 may be at-
tached to another portion of sole 105. Using this arrange-
ment, the movement of base portion 150 may be fixed
with respect to sole 105 to provide stability for suspended
stud assembly 120.
[0034] In different embodiments, different portions of
base portion 150 may be attached to sole 105. In some
embodiments, upper surface 152 of base portion 150
may be attached to sole 105. In some cases, only a por-
tion of upper surface 152 may attach base portion 150
to sole 105. In one embodiment, first portion 154, first
side portion 164, second portion 155 and second side
portion 165 of base portion 150 may be attached to sole
105. With this arrangement, base portion 150 may be
fixedly attached to lower surface 112 of sole 105 as well
as a portion of outer peripheral edge 115. This arrange-
ment allows the movement of base portion 150 to be fixed
with respect to sole 105. Furthermore, this arrangement
allows central portion 151 of base portion 150 to facilitate
the independent movement of set of suspension arms
140 with respect to sole 105.
[0035] Although portions of suspended stud assembly
120 may move independently of each other and sole 105,
it should be understood that base portion 150, set of sus-
pension arms 140 and plurality of studs 130 form a sub-
stantially monolithic portion. In other words, base portion
150, set of suspension arms 140 and plurality of studs
130 are integrally formed. By integrally forming suspend-
ed stud assembly 120, suspended stud assembly 120
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has a greater capacity to handle stresses caused by var-
ious movements without breaking. In particular, the inte-
gral formation of suspended stud assembly 120 substan-
tially reduces frictional forces that may otherwise occur
when separate portions continuously rub, bump or oth-
erwise contact each other during use of suspended stud
assembly 120. By reducing such frictional forces, the
overall lifetime of suspended stud assembly 120 can be
extended.
[0036] Generally, suspended stud assembly 120 can
be constructed of any suitable material. In some cases,
suspended stud assembly 120 can be constructed of a
material with some elasticity to facilitate the movement
of set of suspension arms 140 and plurality of studs 130.
Examples include, but are not limited to: elastomers, si-
loxanes, natural rubber, other synthetic rubbers, alumi-
num, steel, other metals, thermoplastic polyurethane
(TPU) or plastics.
[0037] In some embodiments, the elasticity of a mate-
rial comprising suspended stud assembly 120 can vary
over different portions of suspended stud assembly 120.
For example, central portion 151 may be more flexible
to allow set of suspension arms 140 to move independ-
ently of sole 105. In contrast, set of suspension arms 140
may be stiffer so that set of suspension arms 140 main-
tain the arrangement of plurality of studs 130 while al-
lowing plurality of studs 130 to move independently of
each other and sole 105.
[0038] In some embodiments, an article with a sus-
pended stud assembly may include additional provisions
for traction. In other words, a suspended stud assembly
may be used in conjunction with additional provisions for
traction. For example, if the suspended stud assembly
is associated with a heel portion of an article, the article
may include additional provisions for traction on a fore-
foot portion of the article. In some cases, the article may
include additional provisions that engage a ground sur-
face, such as traction elements. In other cases, the article
can be configured with additional provisions that pene-
trate a ground surface, such as cleats.
[0039] Referring to FIGS. 1-3, article 100 includes set
of cleats 110. In an exemplary embodiment, set of cleats
110 are disposed on forefoot 103. However, in other em-
bodiments, set of cleats 110 may be disposed on another
portion of sole 105. Using this arrangement, suspended
stud assembly 120 and set of cleats 110 may work to-
gether to provide traction for article 100.
[0040] FIGS. 4-7 illustrate exemplary embodiments of
athlete 401 standing upright as well as performing vari-
ous maneuvers. Generally, athlete 401 may play any
sport and may play any position. In these embodiments,
athlete 401 may wear article 100 of the previous embod-
iment on a left foot. Similarly, athlete 401 may wear article
400 on a right foot.
[0041] Article 400 may be substantially similar to article
100 of the previous embodiment. In particular, suspend-
ed stud assembly 420 may be attached to sole 405 of
article 400. With this arrangement, suspended stud as-

sembly 420 can provide traction for sole 405.
[0042] Referring to FIG. 4, athlete 401 is standing in
an upright position. As athlete 401 stands upright, sus-
pended stud assembly 420 and suspended stud assem-
bly 120 provide traction for sole 405 and sole 105, re-
spectively. For example, in an enlarged view, third stud
133 and fourth stud 134 penetrate through ground sur-
face 499 as athlete 401 stands upright. It should be un-
derstood that the remaining studs of plurality of studs 130
as well as studs associated with suspended stud assem-
bly 420 may also penetrate through ground surface 499
in a substantially similar manner. With this arrangement,
suspended stud assembly 120 and suspended stud as-
sembly 420 provide traction for sole 105 and 405, re-
spectively.
[0043] During lateral maneuvers, an athlete may lean
an article toward either a medial side or a lateral side of
the article. Without provisions for independent move-
ment, traction elements such as cleats may lose contact
with a ground surface when the athlete performs a lateral
maneuver. This may cause a loss of traction. A suspen-
sion system configured to provide substantially inde-
pendent movement for one or more studs may continue
to provide traction with a ground surface as an athlete
performs a lateral maneuver.
[0044] Referring to FIG. 5, athlete 401 performs a lat-
eral maneuver moving toward a left side. As athlete 401
moves toward the left, article 400, associated with a right
foot, may be elevated from ground surface 499. In addi-
tion, article 100, associated with a left foot, may lean to-
ward lateral portion 107 of sole 105. This causes sole
105 to be angled with respect to ground surface 499.
[0045] As sole 105 moves to an angled position with
respect to ground surface 499, fourth suspension arm
144 and third suspension arm 143 may move substan-
tially independently of sole 105. In particular, lateral por-
tion 107 moves closer to third suspension arm 143, while
medial portion 106 moves away from fourth suspension
arm 144. Due to the flexibility of fourth suspension arm
144 and third suspension arm 143, fourth stud 144 and
third stud 143, respectively, may move substantially in-
dependently of sole 105. In particular, third stud 133 may
also move closer to lateral portion 107 of sole 105, while
fourth stud 134 may move further from medial portion
106 of sole 105. This arrangement allows fourth stud 144
and third stud 143 to remain engaged in ground surface
499. With this arrangement, third stud 133 and fourth
stud 134 continue to provide traction for sole 105 as ar-
ticle 100 executes lateral maneuvers.
[0046] In some embodiments, first portion 154 of base
portion 150 may press downward and contact third sus-
pended arm 143 when article 100 leans toward lateral
portion 107. In some cases, upper portion 533 of third
stud 133 may be configured with a shape that conforms
to first side portion 164. In one embodiment, upper portion
533 may be configured with a curved shape to accom-
modate the curvature of first side portion 164. This allows
first side portion 164 to press smoothly against upper
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portion 533 when first portion 154 presses against third
suspension arm 143. With this configuration, third sus-
pension arm 143 and third stud 133 can provide stability
as first portion 154 of base portion 150 presses against
third suspension arm 143. It should be understood that
the remaining studs of plurality of studs 130 may be con-
figured with substantially similar upper portions.
[0047] FIG. 6 illustrates another embodiment of an ath-
lete performing an athletic maneuver. Referring to FIG.
6, athlete 401 performs a lateral maneuver to a right side
with both feet planted in ground surface 499. In some
cases, article 400 associated with a right foot may lean
toward a lateral side as athlete 401 moves to the right.
In one embodiment, suspended stud assembly 420 may
continue to provide traction to article 400 in a substantially
similar manner as suspended stud assembly 120 of the
previous embodiment. In addition, article 100 may lean
toward medial portion 106 of sole 105 as athlete 401
moves laterally.
[0048] As sole 105 leans toward medial portion 106,
third suspension arm 143 and fourth suspension arm 144
move substantially independently of sole 105. In partic-
ular, medial portion 106 of sole 105 moves closer to fourth
suspension arm 144, while lateral portion 107 of sole 105
moves away from third suspension arm 143. Due to the
flexibility of fourth suspension arm 144 and third suspen-
sion arm 143, fourth stud 134 and third stud 133, respec-
tively, may move substantially independently of sole 105.
In particular, third stud 133 may move away from lateral
portion 107, while fourth stud 134 may move closer to
medial portion 106. This arrangement allows fourth stud
144 and third stud 143 to remain engaged in ground sur-
face 499. With this arrangement, third stud 133 and fourth
stud 134 continue to provide traction for sole 105 as ar-
ticle 100 executes lateral maneuvers.
[0049] In this exemplary embodiment, the weight ap-
plied by an athlete to medial portion 106 of sole 105 caus-
es fourth stud 134 to penetrate further into ground surface
499 than third stud 133. In this exemplary embodiment,
fourth stud 134 has penetrated ground surface 499 by a
depth D1. In contrast third stud 133 has penetrated
ground surface 499 by a depth D2 that is substantially
shallower than depth D1. In this case, fourth suspension
arm 144 is deflected downwards towards ground surface
499, while third suspension arm 143 remains in a sub-
stantially horizontal position that is approximately parallel
with ground surface 499. In other words, fourth suspen-
sion arm 144 is deflected by a greater amount with re-
spect to central portion 151 than third suspension arm
143 due to the downward force applied to fourth suspen-
sion arm 144 by medial portion 106 of sole 105.
[0050] Although not illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 6, for
purposes of clarity, it should be understood that first stud
131 of first suspension arm 141 and second stud 132 of
second suspension arm 142 may also move substantially
independently of each other and sole 105 during lateral
maneuvers. This substantially independent movement
may allow first stud 131 and second stud 132 to maintain

engagement with a ground surface while article 100 ex-
ecutes lateral maneuvers.
[0051] In some embodiments, second portion 155 may
contact fourth suspension arm 144 as article 100 leans
toward medial portion 106 of sole 105. In one embodi-
ment, fourth stud 144 may be configured with upper por-
tion 534. Upper portion 534 may be configured to conform
to second side portion 165. This can allow fourth stud
134 and fourth suspended arm 144 to cradle second por-
tion 155 and second side portion 165 as second portion
155 presses against fourth suspension arm 144. With
this configuration, suspended stud assembly 120 can
provide stability and traction for article 100 as athlete 401
executes a lateral maneuver.
[0052] During forward and backward movements, por-
tions of a sole of an article may be lifted from or angled
with respect to a ground surface. With the substantially
independent motion of a set of suspension arms, a plu-
rality of studs of suspended stud assembly may move
substantially independently of each other and the sole to
continue to penetrate a ground surface when portions of
a sole are lifted or angled with respect to a ground sur-
face.
[0053] Referring to FIG. 7, athlete 401 is backpedaling
with article 400 elevated and moving rearwards as a por-
tion of article 100 is contacting ground surface 499. In
particular, an enlarged view of heel portion 104 of article
100 shows heel portion 104 extended at an angle that
elevates forward portion 703 of heel portion 104 higher
than rearward portion 704 of heel portion 104.
[0054] As sole 105 leans toward rearward portion 704,
first suspension arm 141 and third suspension arm 143
move substantially independently of sole 105. In partic-
ular, first suspension arm 141 may not rise above ground
surface with forward portion 703 of heel 104. The flexi-
bility of central portion 151 allows first suspension arm
141 to flex and move substantially independently of sole
105. In addition, third suspension arm 143 does not move
with sole 105 as sole 105 presses downward on third
suspension arm 143. Instead, with the flexibility of central
portion 151, third suspension arm 143 may remain fixed
in place as sole 105 moves.
[0055] The movement of first suspension arm 141 and
third suspension arm 143 allows first stud 131 and third
stud 133, respectively, to move substantially independ-
ently of sole 105. In addition, first stud 131 and third stud
133 may move substantially independently of each other.
This allows first stud 131 and third stud 133 to remain
penetrating ground surface 499 while under different di-
rectional forces. With this arrangement, first stud 131 and
third stud 133 continue to provide traction for sole 105
during backpedaling movements.
[0056] Although not illustrated in FIG. 7, it should be
understood that second stud 132 and fourth stud 134
may also move substantially independently of each other
and sole 105 as sole 105 is angled with respect to ground
surface 499. In particular, the substantially independent
movement of second suspension arm 142 and fourth sus-
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pension arm 144 from sole 105 may allow second stud
132 and fourth stud 134 to remain penetrating ground
surface 499. With this arrangement, second stud 132 and
fourth stud 134 can provide traction with ground surface
499 as sole 105 is angled with respect to ground surface
499.
[0057] An article may include provisions for controlling
the movement of a suspended stud assembly. In some
embodiments, an article may include an insert to modify
the flexibility of the suspended stud assembly. In some
cases, the insert may prevent extreme bending between
suspension arms and a base portion. In other cases, the
insert may help control the degree of bending between
the suspension arms and the base portion. With this ar-
rangement, an insert may provide greater control of the
suspended stud assembly to an athlete.
[0058] FIGS. 8-10 illustrate an exemplary embodiment
of insert 820 associated with article 100 and suspended
stud assembly 120. In different embodiments, insert 820
may be configured in various shapes and sizes. Exam-
ples of shapes include, but are not limited to: horseshoe-
like shapes, square shapes, rectangular shapes, ellipti-
cal shapes, triangular shapes, regular shapes, irregular
shapes as well as other types of shapes. In one embod-
iment, insert 820 may be configured with a horseshoe-
like shape.
[0059] Referring to FIG. 8, insert 820 includes first por-
tion 821 and second portion 822. Insert 820 also includes
central cutout portion 823. Central cutout portion 823 may
be disposed between first portion 821 and second portion
822. In some cases, central cutout portion 823 may be
configured to receive central portion 151 of base portion
150.
[0060] Referring to FIGS. 8-10, insert 820 may be in-
serted between base portion 150 and set of suspension
arms 140. This arrangement disposes first portion 821
adjacent to first portion 154 of base portion 150 as well
as first suspension arm 141 and third suspension arm
143. Likewise, second portion 822 may be disposed ad-
jacent to second portion 155 of base portion 150 as well
as second suspension arm 142 and fourth suspension
arm 144, not visible in these Figures. Furthermore, cen-
tral cutout portion 823 may receive central portion 151.
[0061] In some embodiments, insert 820 may be fix-
edly attached to suspended stud assembly 120 following
insertion of insert 820. In some cases, insert 820 may be
attached to suspended stud assembly 120 by adhesives.
In other embodiments, insert 820 may be releasably at-
tached to suspended stud assembly 120.
[0062] Generally, insert 820 may be constructed of any
suitable material. Examples of suitable materials include,
but are not limited to, elastomers, siloxanes, natural rub-
ber, other synthetic rubbers, natural leather, synthetic
leather, foams, or plastics. In an exemplary embodiment,
insert 820 may be a foam pad.
[0063] In some embodiments, insert 820 may be con-
structed of a rigid material to prevent a substantial inde-
pendent movement of set of suspension arms 140. With

this arrangement, suspended stud assembly 120 may be
configured in a substantially similar manner as a tradi-
tional cleat system. In other embodiments, insert 820
may be constructed of a resilient material. By varying the
resiliency of a material comprising insert 820, insert 820
may be configured to modify the bending between set of
suspension arms 140 and base portion 150 in different
manners. In one embodiment, insert 820 may be config-
ured with a resilient material.
[0064] In different embodiments, insert 820 may be
configured with varying thicknesses. In some cases, the
thickness of insert 820 may vary over different portions
of insert 820. By varying the thickness of insert 820, insert
820 may be configured to modify the bending between
set of suspension arms 140 and base portion 150 in dif-
ferent manners. In one embodiment, insert 820 may be
configured with a greater thickness on outer periphery
850 of insert 820. This can moderate more extreme bend-
ing of set of suspension arms 140.
[0065] Referring to the cross sectional view of FIG. 10,
insert 820 may modify the bending between set of sus-
pension arms 140 and base portion 150. In particular,
insert 820 may moderate the bending of set of suspen-
sion arms 140 toward base portion 150. In addition, insert
820 may prevent base portion 150 from contacting set
of suspension arms 140 when base portion 150 presses
against set of suspension arms 140. As previously dis-
cussed with regards to FIGS. 5-7, set of suspension arms
140 may bend toward base portion 150 during lateral,
forward and backward movements. Using this configu-
ration, insert 820 can provide greater stability to article
100, as illustrated in FIG. 9, during lateral, forward and
backward movements.
[0066] During lateral, forward and backward move-
ments, set of suspension arms 140 may also move away
from base portion 150. In embodiments where insert 820
comprises a resilient material, insert 820 may not affect
movements of set of suspension arms 140 away from
base portion 150. In other words, set of suspension arms
140 may continue to move substantially independently
when base portion 150 moves away from a ground sur-
face. This arrangement may allow plurality of studs 130
to maintain traction with a ground surface when base
portion 150 moves away from a ground surface. With this
arrangement, insert 820 can provide greater stability to
article 100 without interfering with the movement of set
of suspension arms 140 that allows plurality of studs 130
to move substantially independently from sole 105.
[0067] FIGS. 11 and 12 illustrate embodiments of a
suspended stud assembly with and without a foam insert.
Referring to FIG. 11, which is similar to the enlarged view
of FIG. 6, article 100 is tilting in a lateral direction. In this
case, suspended stud assembly 120 may undergo a first
degree of bending. In some cases, second portion 155
of base portion 150 may contact second suspension arm
142 and second stud 132.
[0068] Referring to FIG. 12, the use of insert 820 may
moderate the bending of suspended stud assembly 120.
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In some cases, suspended stud assembly 120 may un-
dergo a second degree of bending. In particular, second
portion 822 of insert 820 may prevent second portion 155
of base portion 150 from contacting second suspension
arm 142 and second stud 132. In some cases, second
portion 822 may partially depress to allow for some de-
formation of suspended stud assembly 120. In some cas-
es, this arrangement may prevent sole 105 from fully ro-
tating to the lateral side.
[0069] By providing a user with an optional insert, the
user can choose whether or not an insert is desired for
performing a particular athletic activity. For example, an
insert may be used in a situation where a suspended stud
assembly may not penetrate very far into a ground sur-
face, as can occur with some types of synthetic turf. In
this situation, the insert can help reduce the degree of
bending that one or more suspension arms may undergo
during various maneuvers. In another example, a foam
insert can be removed in a situation where maximum
traction is desired. In this case, using a suspended stud
assembly without an insert allows for maximum defor-
mation of each suspension arm and increases the ability
of each stud to move independently in order to retain
maximum traction during various maneuvers.
[0070] FIGS. 13-15 illustrate an exemplary embodi-
ment of article 1300. In particular, FIG. 13 is an isometric
view of an exemplary embodiment of article 1300; FIG.
14 is a bottom view of an exemplary embodiment of article
1300 and FIG. 15 is a phantom view of an exemplary
embodiment of article 1300. For clarity, the following de-
scription discusses an exemplary embodiment, in the
form of a soccer shoe, but it should be noted that the
present invention could take the form of any article of
footwear including, but not limited to, hiking boots, soccer
shoes, football shoes, sneakers, rugby shoes, baseball
shoes as well as other kinds of shoes. As shown in FIGS.
13-15, article of footwear 1300, also referred to simply
as article 1300, is intended to be used with a right foot;
however, it should be understood that the following dis-
cussion may equally apply to a mirror image of article of
footwear 1300 that is intended for use with a left foot.
[0071] Article of footwear 1300 includes upper 1302.
Upper 1302 could have any design, shape, size and/or
color. In addition, article of footwear 1300 also comprises
sole 1305. In different embodiments, sole 1305 may in-
clude different components. For example, sole 1305 may
include an outsole, midsole and/or insole.
[0072] In one embodiment, sole 1305 includes lower
surface 1312. In some cases, lower surface 1312 may
be configured to contact a ground surface. Sole 1305
also includes outer peripheral edge 1315. In some cases,
outer peripheral edge 1315 may extend between lower
surface 1312 and upper 1302 on an outer portion of sole
1305.
[0073] In some embodiments, sole 1305 includes fore-
foot portion 1303 that may be associated with a forefoot
of a foot. Similarly, sole 1305 includes heel portion 1304
that may be associated with a heel of a foot inserted

within article 1300. Sole 1305 also includes arch portion
1308 disposed between forefoot portion 1303 and heel
portion 1304.
[0074] Sole 1305 can also comprise medial portion
1306. Medial portion 1306 may be associated with an
inside of a foot. In addition, sole 1305 can comprise lateral
portion 1307 disposed opposite of medial portion 1306.
Lateral portion 1307 may be associated with an outside
of a foot.
[0075] As previously discussed, a sole can include pro-
visions for increasing traction with a ground surface. In
some embodiments, a sole may be associated with a
suspended stud assembly. Using this arrangement, the
suspended stud assembly can increase the traction ca-
pabilities of a sole.
[0076] Referring to FIGS. 13-15, sole 1305 may be as-
sociated with suspended stud assembly 1320. In different
embodiments, suspended stud assembly 1320 may be
associated with different portions of sole 1305. In an ex-
emplary embodiment, suspended stud assembly 1320
may be associated with forefoot portion 1303 of sole
1305.
[0077] In order to provide traction, suspended stud as-
sembly 1320 may include plurality of studs 1330. In dif-
ferent embodiments, plurality of studs 1330 may com-
prise various numbers of studs. In some embodiments,
plurality of studs 1330 may include more than eight studs.
In other embodiments, plurality of studs 1330 may com-
prise less than eight studs. In one embodiment, plurality
of studs 1330 comprises eight studs. Referring to FIG.
14, plurality of studs 1330 includes first stud 1341, second
stud 1342, third stud 1343, fourth stud 1344, fifth stud
1345, sixth stud 1346, seventh stud 1347 and eighth stud
1348.
[0078] Generally, studs of plurality of studs 1330 may
be configured in various shapes including, but not limited
to, cylindrical, shark-fin, wedge, rounded and various
prism shapes. In an exemplary embodiment, plurality of
studs 1330 may include studs configured with truncated
wedge-like shapes. In particular, a first end portion of a
stud may be wider than a second end portion of a stud.
For example, referring to FIG. 13, first stud 1341 includes
first end portion 1371 and second end portion 1372. First
end portion 1371 may be disposed adjacent to sole 1305.
Similarly, second end portion 1372 may be configured to
engage a ground surface. In one embodiment, first end
portion 1371 may be wider in a generally longitudinal
direction than second end portion 1372. Furthermore, in
some cases, intermediate portion 1373 of first stud 1341,
disposed between first end portion 1371 and second end
portion 1372, may be narrower than first end portion 1371
and wider than second end portion 1372.
[0079] In some embodiments, plurality of studs 1330
may be associated with a central portion and a peripheral
portion of forefoot portion 1303. Referring to FIG. 14, first
stud 1341, second stud 1342 and fourth stud 1344 may
be disposed adjacent to a peripheral portion of medial
portion 1306 of forefoot portion 1303. Similarly, fifth stud
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1345, sixth stud 1346, seventh stud 1347 and eighth stud
1348 may be disposed adjacent to a peripheral portion
of lateral portion 1307 of forefoot portion 1303. In addi-
tion, third stud 1343 may be disposed inward of second
stud 1342 adjacent to a central portion of forefoot portion
1303. In some cases, third stud 1343 may be associated
with a ball portion of a foot. Using this configuration, plu-
rality of studs 1330 may be associated with a peripheral
as well as central portion of forefoot portion 1303.
[0080] A plurality of studs may be associated with a
base portion of a suspended stud assembly. Referring
to FIGS. 13-15, plurality of studs 1330 may be associated
with base portion 1350 of suspended stud assembly
1320. In some embodiments, a first end portion of each
stud of plurality of studs 1330 may be associated with
base portion 1350. In one embodiment, a first end portion
of each stud of plurality of studs 1330 may be fixedly
attached to base portion 1350. However, in other em-
bodiments, plurality of studs 1330 may be associated
with base portion 1350 in another manner. For example,
in some cases, plurality of studs 1330 may be releasably
attached to base portion 1350.
[0081] Generally, base portion 1350 may comprise
various shapes. In some embodiments, base portion
1350 may have a substantially similar shape as forefoot
portion 1303 of sole 1305. In other embodiments, base
portion 1350 may be configured with a shape different
than forefoot portion 1303. For example, in some cases,
base portion 1350 may be configured with gaps to in-
crease the flexibility of forefoot portion 1303. In other cas-
es, base portion 1350 may extend toward arch portion
1308 of sole 1305.
[0082] In one embodiment, base portion 1350 may be
configured with a shape substantially similar to forefoot
portion 1303. However, base portion 1350 may also in-
clude medial protruding portion 1401 and lateral protrud-
ing portion 1402. Medial protruding portion 1401 may be
a substantially triangular-like shape that protrudes to-
ward medial portion 1306 of arch portion 1308. In some
cases, medial protruding portion 1401 may be associated
with second stud 1342 and third stud 1343, as illustrated
in FIG. 14. Similarly, lateral protruding portion 1402 may
be a substantially triangular-like shape that protrudes to-
ward lateral portion 1307 of arch portion 1308. In some
cases, lateral protruding portion 1402 may be associated
with seventh stud 1347 and eighth stud 1348, as illus-
trated in FIG. 14.
[0083] In different embodiments, base portion 1350
may be attached to different portions of sole 1305. In one
embodiment, upper surface 1512 of base portion 1350
may be attached to lower surface 1312 and outer periph-
eral edge 1315 of sole 1305, as illustrated in FIGS. 14
and 15. This arrangement allows the movement of base
portion 1350 to be fixed with respect to sole 1305. With
this arrangement, base portion 1350 may provide stability
for suspended stud assembly 1320.
[0084] In some embodiments, sole 1305 may include
additional provisions for traction. For example, in one em-

bodiment, sole 1305 may include heel stud system 1360.
Referring to FIGS. 13-14, heel stud system 1360 may
comprise first heel stud 1361, second heel stud 1362,
third heel stud 1363 and fourth heel stud 1364. With this
arrangement, heel stud system 1360 can provide traction
for heel portion 1304 of sole 1305.
[0085] As previously discussed, a suspended stud as-
sembly can include provisions for the substantially inde-
pendent movement of a plurality of studs to increase the
traction capabilities of a sole. In some embodiments, a
set of suspension arms of a suspended stud assembly
may allow substantially independent movement of a plu-
rality of studs. In other embodiments, a stud of a plurality
of studs may include a stud insert that allows substantially
independent movement of the stud. In some cases, the
flexibility of the stud insert can enable substantially inde-
pendent movement of the stud. Using this configuration,
the stud insert may allow substantially independent
movement of the stud to increase the traction capabilities
of the suspended stud assembly associated with a sole.
[0086] In embodiments with stud inserts, various con-
figurations of a plurality of studs may be associated with
stud inserts. For example, in some embodiments, each
stud of a plurality of studs may include a stud insert. In
other embodiments, a subset of a plurality of studs may
include a stud insert. By associating stud inserts with a
subset of the plurality of studs, the traction capabilities
of a sole can be fine tuned to accommodate the needs
of a particular article of footwear.
[0087] Referring to FIGS. 13-15, first stud 1341 and
second stud 1342 may be configured with stud inserts.
In particular, first stud 1341 includes first stud insert 1381.
Likewise, second stud 1342 can include second stud in-
sert 1382. With this configuration, stud inserts may be
associated with studs disposed on a peripheral portion
of medial portion 1306 of sole 1305.
[0088] A stud may be configured with a stud insert in
various manners known in the art. In some embodiments,
a stud may comprise an integral stud portion and a stud
insert. This configuration allows the integral stud portion
to receive the stud insert.
[0089] In different embodiments, different portions of
an integral stud portion may receive a stud insert. For
example, in one embodiment, an integral stud portion
may receive a stud insert at an intermediate portion of
the stud. This arrangement can facilitate substantially in-
dependent movement of a first end portion with respect
to a second end portion of a stud. Furthermore, in some
cases, the stud insert may extend through a first end
portion of the stud and into a base portion of a suspended
stud assembly. Using this configuration, the stud insert
can provide substantially independent movement of a
second end portion with respect to the base portion of
the suspended stud assembly.
[0090] Referring to the cross sectional view illustrated
in FIG. 16, first stud 1341 includes first integral stud por-
tion 1351. In different embodiments, first integral stud
portion 1351 may be configured with various shapes. In
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one embodiment, first integral stud portion 1351 may
comprise a substantial entirety of second end portion
1372 of first stud 1341. In addition, first integral stud por-
tion 1351 may have a narrow shape adjacent to interme-
diate portion 1373 and first end portion 1371. In other
words, first integral stud portion 1351 may be hollowed
out adjacent to intermediate portion 1373 and first end
portion 1371. With this configuration, first integral stud
portion 1351 may be configured to receive first stud insert
1381.
[0091] In some embodiments, first stud insert 1381
may be associated with intermediate portion 1373 and
first end portion 1371 of first stud 1341. In particular, first
integral stud portion 1351 may receive first stud insert
1381 at intermediate portion 1373 and first end portion
1371. In some cases, first stud insert 1381 may extend
into first end portion 1371. Referring to FIG. 15, a portion
of first stud insert 1381 may be exposed on upper surface
1512 of base portion 1350 as first stud insert 1381 ex-
tends into first end portion 1371. Using this configuration,
first stud insert 1381 and first integral stud portion 1351
may comprise first stud 1341.
[0092] Referring to FIG. 15, second stud 1342 com-
prises second integral stud portion 1352 and second stud
insert 1382. Furthermore, second stud 1342 comprises
first end portion 1374, associated with base portion 1350,
and second end portion 1375 that may be configured to
engage a ground surface. In addition, second stud 1342
also includes intermediate portion 1376 disposed be-
tween first end portion 1374 and second end portion
1375.
[0093] In some embodiments, second integral stud
portion 1352 and second stud insert 1382 may be con-
figured in a substantially similar manner as first integral
stud portion 1351 and first stud insert 1381. In other em-
bodiments, second integral stud portion 1352 and second
stud insert 1382 may be configured in a different manner.
Referring to FIGS. 13-15, second integral stud portion
1352 may be configured with a narrow shape at first end
portion 1374 and intermediate portion 1376. Also, second
integral stud portion 1352 may have a wider shape at
second end portion 1375. In an exemplary embodiment,
second integral stud portion 1352 may comprise a sub-
stantial entirety of second end portion 1375. With second
integral stud portion 1352 configured with this shape,
second stud insert 1382 may extend through intermedi-
ate portion 1376 and first end portion 1374. In some cas-
es, second stud insert 1382 may be exposed on a portion
of base portion 1350 as second stud insert 1382 extends
into first end portion 1374. Using this configuration, sec-
ond stud insert 1382 and second integral stud portion
1352 may form second stud 1342.
[0094] An integral stud portion and a stud insert may
comprise various materials. Examples of different mate-
rials that may be used include, but are not limited to,
polymers, elastomers, siloxanes, natural rubber, other
synthetic rubbers, aluminum, steel, other metals, plastics
as well as other types of materials. Generally, a stud in-

sert may comprise a material that is resilient so that the
stud insert can flex and revert to an original configuration.
In some embodiments, the stud insert may be made of
a styrene butadiene styrene (SBS) elastomer. In an ex-
emplary embodiment, the stud insert may be made of
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU). In some cases, the
integral stud portion may comprise a material that is rigid
and does not deform under pressure. In one embodi-
ment, the integral stud portion may be made of a durable
plastic.
[0095] In different embodiments, portions of a stud may
be configured with different relative rigidities. For exam-
ple, first end portion 1371 of first stud 1341 may be as-
sociated with a first rigidity. Likewise, second end portion
1372 may be associated with a second rigidity. As pre-
viously discussed, first end portion 1371 comprises both
first stud insert 1381 and first integral stud portion 1351.
In contrast, second end portion 1372 comprises first in-
tegral stud portion 1351. In embodiments where first stud
insert 1381 is configured with a greater flexibility than
first integral stud portion 1351, the first rigidity may be
more flexible than the second rigidity. This increased flex-
ibility of first rigidity can allow second end portion 1372
to move substantially independently of first end portion
1371. Furthermore, second end portion 1372 may move
substantially independently of base portion 1350 be-
cause of the increased flexibility of first end portion 1371.
[0096] FIGS. 17-18 illustrate exemplary embodiments
of athlete 1701 standing upright as well as performing a
lateral maneuver. Although, these embodiments illus-
trate athlete 1701 as a soccer player, in other embodi-
ments, athlete 1701 may play any sport and may play
any position. In these embodiments, athlete 1701 wears
article 1300 of the previous embodiment on a right foot.
In addition, athlete 1701 may wear article 1700 on a left
foot.
[0097] Article 1700 may be substantially similar to ar-
ticle 1300 of the previous embodiment. In particular, sus-
pended stud assembly 1720 may be attached to sole
1705 of article 1700. With this arrangement, suspended
stud assembly 1720 can provide traction for sole 1705.
[0098] Referring to FIG. 17, athlete 1701 is standing
in an upright position. As athlete 1701 stands upright,
suspended stud assembly 1320 and suspended stud as-
sembly 1720 provide traction for sole 1305 and sole 1705,
respectively. For example, second end portion of 1372
of first stud 1341 and second end portion 1375 of second
stud 1342 penetrate through ground surface 1799 to pro-
vide traction, as illustrated in the enlarged view in FIG.
17. In particular, the rigidity of first integral stud portion
1351 and second integral stud portion 1352 allow second
end portion 1372 and second end portion 1375, respec-
tively, to penetrate ground surface 1799. In addition, the
remaining studs of plurality of studs 1330 as well as studs
associated with suspended stud assembly 1720 may al-
so penetrate through ground surface 1799 to provide
traction for athlete 1701. With this arrangement, sus-
pended stud assembly 1320 and suspended stud assem-
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bly 1720 provide traction for sole 1305 and 1705, respec-
tively.
[0099] It should be noted that first stud insert 1381 and
second stud insert 1382 remain relatively rigid and do
not bend as athlete 1701 stands in an upright position.
In other words, the flexibility of first stud insert 1381 and
second stud insert 1382 does not interfere with the trac-
tion provided by first stud 1341 and second stud 1342,
respectively. However, in some cases, the flexibility of
first stud insert 1381 and second stud insert 1382 may
provide some cushioning as athlete 1701 stands upright.
[0100] As previously discussed, a suspended stud as-
sembly that provides substantially independent move-
ment of one or more studs may continue to provide trac-
tion with a ground surface as an athlete performs a lateral
maneuver. In embodiments with a stud insert, the flexi-
bility of the stud insert may provide increased contact
time for a plurality of studs with a ground surface during
lateral maneuvers. The increased contact time with a
ground surface provides greater traction for a sole.
[0101] Referring to FIG. 18, athlete 1701 performs a
lateral maneuver moving toward a left side. As athlete
1701 moves toward the left, article 1700, associated with
a left foot, may be elevated from ground surface 1799.
In addition, article 1300, associated with a right foot, may
lean toward medial portion 1306 of sole 1305. With this
arrangement, sole 1305 may be angled with respect to
ground surface 1799.
[0102] As sole 1305 leans toward medial portion 1306,
the flexibility of first stud insert 1381 allows first stud 1341
to bend. In a similar manner, second stud 1342 may also
bend due to the flexibility of second stud insert 1382.
Furthermore, first stud 1341 and second stud 1342 may
move substantially independently of each other as first
stud 1341 and second stud 1342 move to accommodate
the leaning of sole 1305.
[0103] In some embodiments, first stud 1341 and sec-
ond stud 1342 may pinch at first stud insert 1381 and
second stud insert 1382, respectively, as athlete 1701
executes a lateral maneuver. With this pinching, second
end portion 1372 and second end portion 1375 move
substantially independent of first end portion 1371 and
first end portion 1374, respectively. Furthermore, second
end portion 1372 and second end portion 1375 can move
substantially independently of base portion 1350. This
can allow second end portion 1372 of first stud 1341 and
second end portion 1375 of second stud 1342 to remain
engaged with ground surface 1799 as base portion 1350,
secured to sole 1305, leans toward medial portion 1306.
[0104] In some cases, the bending of a stud insert may
allow other studs to remain in contact with a ground sur-
face when a sole leans toward a side. For example, re-
ferring to a cross sectional view illustrated in FIG. 19, the
bending of first stud insert 1381 of first stud 1341 may
allow lateral portion 1307 to remain closer to ground sur-
face 1799 when sole 1305 leans toward medial portion
1306. This can increase contact time of studs disposed
on lateral portion 1307 with ground surface 1799. In one

example, the bending of first stud 1341 may allow fifth
stud 1345 to remain in contact with ground surface 1799
when sole 1305 leans toward medial portion 1306. Al-
though not shown for purposes of clarity, second stud
1342, as illustrated in FIG. 18, may also allow other studs
to remain in contact with ground surface 1799 when sole
1305 leans toward medial portion 1306. With this ar-
rangement, the substantially independent movement of
first stud 1341 and second stud 1342 can provide greater
traction for sole 1305 by increasing contact time for plu-
rality of studs 1330 with ground surface 1799 during lat-
eral maneuvers.
[0105] Following a lateral maneuver, first stud insert
1381 and second stud insert 1382 may be resilient and
revert to an original configuration. For example, first stud
insert 1381 and second stud insert 1382 may straighten
when athlete 1701 stands upright after a lateral maneu-
ver, as illustrated in FIG. 17. With this arrangement, first
stud 1341 and second stud 1342 may be configured to
provide traction during further maneuvers by athlete
1701.
[0106] While various embodiments of the invention
have been described, the description is intended to be
exemplary, rather than limiting and it will be apparent to
those of ordinary skill in the art that many more embod-
iments and implementations are possible that are within
the scope of the invention. Accordingly, the invention is
not to be restricted except in light of the attached claims
and their equivalents. Also, various modifications and
changes may be made within the scope of the attached
claims.
[0107] Herein also the following items are disclosed:

1. An article of footwear, comprising:

a sole;
a suspended stud assembly attached to a por-
tion of the sole and configured to provide traction
for the sole;
the suspended stud assembly including a stud
configured to penetrate through a ground sur-
face;
the suspended stud assembly further including
a suspension arm configured to connect the stud
to a base portion of the suspended stud assem-
bly; and
wherein the motion of the suspension arm allows
the stud to move substantially independently
from the sole.

2. The article of footwear according to item 1, wherein
the suspension arm extends from a central portion
of the base portion.

3. The article of footwear according to item 1, wherein
the motion of the suspension arm allows the distance
between the stud and the sole to vary.
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4. The article of footwear according to item 1, wherein
the suspended stud assembly includes four suspen-
sion arms and wherein each of the four suspension
arms are associated with at least one stud.

5. The article of footwear according to item 4, wherein
the four suspension arms are arranged in an x-like
configuration and wherein two of the four studs are
associated with a lateral portion of the sole and
wherein two of the four studs are associated with a
medial portion of the sole.

6. The article of footwear according to item 4, wherein
each of the four studs are configured to remain in
contact with a ground surface as the sole is angled
with respect to the ground surface.

7. The article of footwear according to item 1, wherein
the suspended stud assembly includes a first stud
connected to the base portion by a first suspension
arm and wherein the suspended stud assembly in-
cludes a second stud connected to the base portion
by a second suspension arm and wherein the first
stud is configured to move independently of the sec-
ond stud.

8. The article of footwear according to item 7, wherein
the base portion, the suspension arm and the stud
form a substantially monolithic portion.

9. An article of footwear, comprising:

a sole;
a suspended stud assembly attached to a por-
tion of the sole and configured to provide traction
for the sole;
the suspended stud assembly including a first
suspension arm attached to a base portion of
the stud assembly, the first suspension arm in-
cluding a first stud configured for traction;
the suspended stud assembly including a sec-
ond suspension arm attached to the base por-
tion of the suspended stud assembly, the sec-
ond suspension arm including a second stud
configured for traction; and
wherein the first stud is configured to move sub-
stantially independently of the second stud.

10. The article of footwear according to item 9,
wherein the first stud is associated with a lateral por-
tion of the sole and wherein the second stud is as-
sociated with a medial portion of the sole.

11. The article of footwear according to item 9,
wherein the first stud and the second stud are dis-
posed on the same lateral side of the sole and where-
in the first stud is disposed closer to a forefoot portion
of sole than the second stud.

12. The article of footwear according to item 9,
wherein the first suspension arm and the second
suspension arm are attached to a central portion of
the base portion.

13. The article of footwear according to item 12,
wherein the first suspension arm is deflected more
than the second suspension arm with respect to the
central portion.

14. The article of footwear according to item 9,
wherein the suspended stud assembly includes a
third stud and a fourth stud associated with a third
suspension arm and a fourth suspension arm.

15. The article of footwear according to item 14,
wherein the first stud, the second stud, the third stud
and the fourth stud are all able to move independ-
ently of one another.

16. An article of footwear, comprising:

a sole;
a suspended stud assembly attached to a por-
tion of the sole and configured to provide traction
for the sole;
the suspended stud assembly including a stud
configured to penetrate through a ground sur-
face;
the suspended stud assembly further including
a suspension arm configured to connect the stud
to a base portion of the suspended stud assem-
bly;
an insert configured for insertion between the
base portion and the suspension arm; and
wherein the suspension arm is configured to un-
dergo a first degree of deflection when the insert
is inserted into the suspended stud assembly
and wherein the suspension arm is configured
to undergo a second degree of deflection when
the insert is removed from the suspended stud
assembly.

17. The article of footwear according to item 16,
wherein the insert is a foam pad.

18. The article of footwear according to item 16,
wherein the insert extends between a central portion
of the base portion and a peripheral edge of the base
portion.

19. The article of footwear according to item 18,
wherein the insert has a central cut-out portion con-
figured to receive the central portion.

20. The article of footwear according to item 16,
wherein the insert does not interfere with the move-
ment of the suspension arm away from the sole.
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21. An article of footwear, comprising:

a sole including a base portion;
a stud extending from the base portion;
the stud including a first end portion and a sec-
ond end portion; and
wherein the first end portion is configured to
move substantially independently of the second
end portion.

22. The article of footwear according to item 21,
wherein the stud includes an integral stud portion
and a stud insert.

23. The article of footwear according to item 22,
wherein the stud insert is less rigid than the stud
integral portion.

24. The article of footwear according to item 22,
wherein the stud includes an intermediate portion
disposed between the first end portion and the sec-
ond end portion and wherein the stud insert extends
through the intermediate portion and the first end
portion.

25. The article of footwear according to item 24,
wherein the stud insert is disposed adjacent to the
second end portion.

26. An article of footwear comprising:

a sole including a base portion;
a stud extending from the base portion;
the stud including a first end portion disposed
adjacent to the base portion and a second end
portion disposed opposite of the first end portion
and configured to contact a ground surface, the
stud further including an intermediate portion
disposed between the first end portion and the
second end portion;
the stud including an integral stud portion and a
stud insert; and
wherein the stud insert extends from the inter-
mediate portion to the base portion and wherein
a portion of the stud insert is exposed on an up-
per surface of the base portion.

27. The article of footwear according to item 26,
wherein the stud is disposed on a medial side of the
sole.

28. The article of footwear according to item 26,
wherein the stud is configured to deflect with respect
to the base portion during lateral maneuvers.

Claims

1. A sole for an article of footwear, the sole comprising:

a base portion;
a stud extending from the base portion and in-
cluding a first end portion attached to the base
portion, a second end portion disposed at a dis-
tal end of the stud, and an intermediate portion
disposed between the first end portion and the
second end portion; and
a stud insert received within the intermediate
portion and formed from a material having a
greater flexibility than a material of the stud.

2. The sole of Claim 1, wherein the first end portion and
the second end portion are integrally formed with
one another.

3. The sole of Claim 2, wherein the first end portion and
the second end portion are integrally formed with the
base portion.

4. The sole of any of the preceding claims, wherein the
second end is wider than the first end.

5. The sole of any of the preceding claims, wherein the
second end is wider than the intermediate portion.

6. The sole of any of the preceding claims, wherein the
first end and the intermediate portion define a hollow
that receives the stud insert.

7. The sole of Claim 6, wherein the hollow extends from
the intermediate portion through the first end.

8. The sole of Claim 7, wherein the stud insert fills the
hollow.

9. The sole of any of the preceding claims, wherein the
stud insert is exposed at an upper surface of the
base portion.

10. The sole of any of the preceding claims, wherein the
stud is disposed at a medial side of the base portion.

11. The sole of Claim 10, wherein the stud insert is dis-
posed on a medial side of the stud.

12. The sole of any of the preceding claims, wherein the
material of the stud insert is resilient.

13. The sole of any of the preceding claims, wherein the
material of the stud is rigid.

14. The sole of any of the preceding claims, wherein the
stud insert is formed from thermoplastic poly-
urethane (TPU) and the stud is formed from plastic.
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15. An article of footwear incorporating the sole of any
of the preceding claims.
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